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We explore a simple model which naturally explains the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe. In
this model the strong coupling is promoted to a dynamical quantity, which evolves through the vacuum
expectation value of a singlet scalar field that mixes with the Higgs field. In the resulting cosmic history,
QCD confinement and electroweak symmetry breaking initially occur simultaneously close to the weak
scale. The early confinement triggers a chemical potential between baryons and antibaryons through the
interactions of the η0 meson, resulting in spontaneous baryogenesis. The electroweak sphalerons are sharply
switched off after confinement and the baryon asymmetry is frozen in. Subsequently, evolution of the Higgs
vacuum expectation value (which is modified in the confined phase) triggers a relaxation to a Standard
Model–like vacuum. We identify viable regions of parameter space and describe various experimental
probes, including current and future collider constraints and gravitational wave phenomenology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU)
constitutes one of the most important open problems in
modern particle physics and cosmology. Any model that
explains this asymmetry must provide mechanisms that
fulfill three basic (Sakharov) conditions [1]: (i) the viola-
tion of baryon number, (ii) the violation of C and CP, and
(iii) reactions out of thermal equilibrium. The Standard
Model (SM) does not contain the physics necessary to
explain baryogenesis. Many baryogenesis models suggest
new physics at scales ≳TeV and realize the third Sakharov
condition through the hypothesis of a first-order electro-
weak (EW) phase transition.
In this paper, we take an alternative view and ask whether

baryogenesis could be a consequence of a shared cosmo-
logical history linking the electroweak and strong sectors of
the SM. In particular, we study simultaneous QCD confine-
ment and electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) at the
weak scale.
An analytic argument by Pisarski and Wilczek [2]

suggests that QCD confinement proceeds through a first-
order phase transition if the number of dynamical fermions

exceeds Nf ≥ 3 at temperatures comparable to the confine-
ment scale. This finding has been verified on the lattice for
particular choices of Nf [3]. Confinement above the EW
phase transition takes place with six massless quarks and is
thus expected to occur out of thermal equilibrium, through
bubble nucleation. Through the Yukawa couplings, i.e.,
hq̄u, the quark condensate induces a tadpole term in the
Higgs potential. Thus chiral symmetry breaking through
QCD confinement and EWSB occur simultaneously.
If the QCD θ̄ angle is dynamically relaxed to zero by

means of an axion, one generically expects CP violation
before chiral symmetry breaking at the confinement scale.
Prior to EWSB, the electroweak sphalerons are active and
induce a baryonic chemical potential from the rolling axion
field. This mechanism was employed to produce the BAU in
[4–6]. Our work completes the scenario originally proposed
in [6], in a minimal way, by realizing the relaxation to the
SM vacuum after the baryon asymmetry has been frozen in.
Reference [6] relied on a dimension-5 interaction

between a real, singlet scalar field S and the gluon kinetic
term. When the singlet acquires a vacuum expectation value
(VEV), it constitutes a contribution to the effective strong
coupling and may therefore raise the QCD confinement
scale. In this work we also consider the mixing between S
and the SM Higgs boson and investigate the parameter
space in which the EW phase transition triggers deconfine-
ment and subsequent relaxation to the SM-like vacuum
before the onset of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), as
shown schematically in Fig. 1.
In addition to a rather standard axion, this minimal

model contains a single new degree of freedom with
couplings that can be probed by future colliders. It also
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typically predicts a characteristic spectrum of gravitational
waves, which falls within the frequency window of future
space-based interferometers.

II. A MODEL OF EARLY (DE)CONFINEMENT

We consider the SM Lagrangian, with the gluon kinetic
term modified to [6]

−
1

4

�
1

g2s0
þ S
M�

�
Ga

μνG
μν
a ; ð2:1Þ

where Ga
μν is the gluon field strength, S is a gauge singlet

real scalar field, and gs0 represents (after rescaling the
kinetic term to canonical normalization) the SUð3Þ gauge
coupling. M� is a parameter with dimensions of energy
which parameterizes a nonrenormalizable interaction
between S and the gluons. It could be generated through
the fluctuations of a radion or dilaton field, as well as by
integrating out heavy vectorlike SUð3Þ-charged fermions,
which also couple to the scalar field S. In the latter case, the
scale of the interaction is related to the mass of the new
SUð3Þ-charged particles, M� ∼ 4πMQ=nQyQαs, where nQ
is the number of SUð3Þ-charged fermions with mass MQ

and Yukawa coupling yQ.
The scalar sector consists of the standard Higgs potential

VðHÞ ¼ −μ2jHj2 þ λhjHj4; ð2:2Þ

a potential for the S field,

VðSÞ ¼ a2ðS − S0Þ2 þ a3ðS − S0Þ3 þ a4ðS − S0Þ4; ð2:3Þ

written in terms of the zero-temperature VEV S0 and three
additional parameters a2;3;4; and terms mixing the two
scalars,

VðH; SÞ ¼ −b1SjHj2 þ b2S2jHj2; ð2:4Þ

containing parameters b1 and b2. The interactions in
Eq. (2.4) were presented in [6] but neglected in the analysis

for simplicity. We show that nonzero b1 and b2 can play a
crucial role in the dynamics, ultimately engineering the exit
from the high-scale confinement phase, into the SM-like
vacuum without erasing the produced baryon asymmetry at
high temperatures.
We choose parameters in the scalar potential such that

the fields H and S have two close to degenerate local
minima (including mixing terms and finite-temperature
corrections) at a high temperature: (i) the high-temperature
confining vacuum and (ii) the SM-like vacuum. For an
interesting region of parameter space, the high-scale con-
fining vacuum is raised as the temperature falls, resulting in
the transition from it to the SM-like vacuum.
We write the Higgs [making use of SUð2Þ ×Uð1Þ gauge

invariance] and the singlet scalar fields as

H ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
�

0

vh þ h̃

�
; S ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ðvs þ s̃Þ; ð2:5Þ

where vh ≡
ffiffiffi
2

p hHi and vs ≡
ffiffiffi
2

p hSi are the temperature-
dependent vacuum expectation values. The temperature at
which vh and vs are to be considered will usually be clear
from context and will be explicitly spelled out where
necessary. We use the notation v0h and v0s to denote the
zero-temperature (SM-like) quantities.

III. THERMAL HISTORY

In this section, we discuss the evolution of the strong and
electroweak sectors as the Universe expands and cools,
based on the finite-temperature behavior of the scalar
sector, in both the confined and deconfined phases. As
discussed in more detail below, the finite-temperature
corrections to the Higgs potential are qualitatively different
in periods in which quarks and gluons are free compared to
periods in which they are confined into mesons and
baryons. The confinement and deconfinement phase tran-
sitions, which are both expected to be first order, are
therefore described by different physics. We begin with a
description of the initial high-temperature deconfined

FIG. 1. Schematic description of the various phases and phase transitions. At Tc, QCD confines at a high scale due to the value of vs at
those temperatures. The Higgs potential continues to evolve with the temperature due to the plasma of electroweak bosons and top-
flavored mesons. At Td, these corrections induce a transition to a new vs (typically, but not necessarily, triggering deconfinement as the
QCD scale moves to its low-temperature value) and also triggering a corresponding shift in the Higgs VEV.
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phase, T ≫ TeV, followed by a discussion of the physics
in the confined phase.

A. High temperature and confinement

At temperatures above the QCD confinement scale,
quarks and gluons are deconfined. The Higgs potential
receives thermal corrections from the electroweak bosons
and quarks, with the most important contribution coming
from the top quark. These thermal contributions take the
form

Vgaugeðh; TÞ ¼
X
i¼W;Z

T4

2π2
niJB

�
m2

i

T2

�
;

V topðH;TÞ ¼ T4

2π2
ntJF

�
m2

i

T2

�
;

where JB;Fðm2Þ ¼
Z

∞

0

dxx2 log
�
1 ∓ e−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þm2

p �
;

nW ¼ 6; nZ ¼ 3; and nt ¼ 12: ð3:1Þ

The Higgs-dependent masses are

m2
t ¼

y2t
2
v2h; m2

W ¼ g2

4
v2h; m2

Z ¼ g2 þ g̃2

4
v2h; ð3:2Þ

where g and g̃ are the gauge couplings of the SUð2Þ and
Uð1Þ groups of the SM, respectively, and yt is the top
Yukawa coupling.
At very high temperatures, S self-interactions as well as

coupling to the SUð3Þ-charged particles responsible for its
interaction with gluons are likely to drive its VEV vs to
zero. We choose parameters in the S potential such that, at
some temperature TS ≫ TeV, S acquires a VEV, with the
precise details of the value of TS and the order of this phase
transition not important for our purposes. In Sec. V we
show that S self-interactions are very small, and so their
thermal corrections below TS can be safely neglected. The
SVEV generates nondecoupling corrections to the effective
strong coupling constant through the dimension-5 inter-
action in Eq. (2.1), which for negative vs strengthens the
effective coupling strength. At one loop, and at scale μ, the
effective strong coupling is

1

αsðμ; vTSÞ
¼ 33 − 2Nf

12π
ln

�
μ2

Λ2
0

�
þ 4π

vs
M�

; ð3:3Þ

where Nf is the number of active quark flavors at the scale
μ ∼ T. Figure 2 shows the effective coupling as a function
of the temperature for the illustrative choice TS ¼ 4 TeV.
QCD confinement occurs at a temperature Tc ≃ ΛQCD,

where

ΛQCDðvsÞ ¼ Λ0e½24π
2=ð2Nf−33Þ�ðvs=M�Þ: ð3:4Þ

Here, Λ0 is the value of the confinement scale for vs ¼ 0.
Correctly reproducing the strong interactions as observed at
zero temperature requires

ΛQCDðv0sÞ ¼ ΛSM
QCD ≃ 400 MeV; ð3:5Þ

where v0s is the zero-temperature VEV for S.

B. Evolution in the confined phase
and deconfinement

QCD confinement results in interesting changes to the
scalar potential at zero and at a finite temperature.
Importantly, a vacuum expectation value for the quark
condensate generates a tadpole term in the Higgs potential
due to the Yukawa interactions. If confinement happens
before the EW phase transition, this tadpole term triggers
EW symmetry breaking.
In the confined phase, the plasma contains mesons

instead of quarks. In the proximity of the high-scale
QCD phase transition, we model the QCD dynamics by
a nonlinear sigma model with an approximate SUð6ÞL ×
SUð6ÞR global symmetry. The pions are embedded within a
6 × 6 complex matrix UðxÞ≡ e2iT

aΠaðxÞ=fπ which trans-
forms as

UðxÞ → LUðxÞR†; ð3:6Þ

where L and R are SUð6ÞL;R transformations, respectively.
The chiral Lagrangian for mesons is

Lchiral ¼
f2π
4
Tr½∂μU∂μU� þ κTr½UM� þ H:c:; ð3:7Þ

where Ta, a ¼ 1;…; 35 are the generators of SUð6Þ [7], the
diagonal subgroup of SUð6ÞL × SUð6ÞR left unbroken after
chiral symmetry breaking. Since the top Yukawa is much
larger than that of the other quarks, it is expected to

FIG. 2. Evolution of the strong coupling constant with the
temperature in the early Universe for three different values of
vs=M�, for the illustrative value TS ¼ 4 TeV. Confinement takes
place at temperatures for which αs ≳ 1.
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dominate the contributions to the finite-T potential.
However anticipating these mesons could be heavy enough
to be Boltzmann suppressed, we keep the bottom Yukawa
as well and approximate the M as

M ≃ diag

�
0; 0; 0; 0;

ybvhffiffiffi
2

p ;
ytvhffiffiffi

2
p

�
: ð3:8Þ

The pion mass terms (and the tadpole in the Higgs
potential) in the confined phase are given by

Lchiral ⊃
ffiffiffi
2

p
κðyt þ ybÞvh −

2κ

f2π
ΠaΠbTr½fTa; TbgM�; ð3:9Þ

where κ parameterizes the strong dynamics. The first 15 of
these masses are zero in the limit where all but the top and
bottom Yukawa couplings are neglected. The nonzero
masses, from heaviest to lightest, are

m2
35 ≃

5
ffiffiffi
2

p
κ

3f2π
ytvh; m2

25;…;34 ≃
ffiffiffi
2

p
κ

f2π
ytvh;

m2
24 ≃

5
ffiffiffi
2

p
κ

3f2π
ybvh; m2

15;…;23 ≃
ffiffiffi
2

p
κ

f2π
ybvh: ð3:10Þ

The coefficient κ is determined by matching to the SM
pion mass:

m2
π0 ¼

2κ0ðmu þmdÞ
f2π0

⇒ κ0 ¼
m2

π0f
2
π0ffiffiffi

2
p

v0hðyu þ ydÞ
≃ ð224 MeVÞ3; ð3:11Þ

where mπ0 ¼ 135 MeV is the pion mass, fπ0 ¼ 94 MeV is
the pion decay constant and v0h ¼ 246 GeV is the zero-
temperature Higgs VEV.
During high-scale confinement the effective QCD scale

is modified from its SM value ΛSM
QCD → ΛQCD, the κ

coefficient is related to its low-scale analogue by1

κ ¼ κ0ðΛQCD=ΛSM
QCDÞ3, fπ0 → fπ0ðΛQCD=ΛSM

QCDÞ, and thus
the pion mass2 scales asm2

π0 → m2
π0ðΛQCD=ΛSM

QCDÞðvh=v0hÞ,
where vh is the Higgs VEV during high-scale confinement.
Putting this together, the meson masses during high-scale
confinement are

m2
35 ≃ ð27 GeVÞ2

�
vh
v0h

��
ΛQCD

ΛSM
QCD

�
;

m2
25;…;34 ≃ ð21 GeVÞ2

�
vh
v0h

��
ΛQCD

ΛSM
QCD

�
;

m2
24 ≃ ð4 GeVÞ2

�
vh
v0h

��
ΛQCD

ΛSM
QCD

�
;

m2
15;…;23 ≃ ð3 GeVÞ2

�
vh
v0h

��
ΛQCD

ΛSM
QCD

�
: ð3:12Þ

There are several novel contributions to the scalar
potential in the high-scale confined phase:

(i) The meson mass term in Eq. (3.7) generates a
(temperature-independent) tadpole term for the
Higgs:

V tadðvhÞ ¼ κ
ytffiffiffi
2

p vh ≃ −0.0158 GeV3

�
ΛQCD

ΛSM
QCD

�
3

vh:

ð3:13Þ

(ii) The gluon condensate hGGi ∼ Λ4
QCD contributes to

the S potential:

VGCðvsÞ ≃
vs
4M�

Λ4
QCDðvsÞ; ð3:14Þ

where ΛQCDðvsÞ depends on vs exponentially, as
described in Eq. (3.4). This term is typically much
smaller than the other contributions to the scalar
potential; however, it is included for completeness.

(iii) As there are no quarks in the confined phase, the
dominant thermal corrections to the Higgs potential
are generated by top-flavored mesons (rather than
top quarks):

Vmesonðvh; TÞ ¼
X

i¼15;…;35

T4

2π2
JB

�
m2

i

T2

�
; ð3:15Þ

where mi; i ¼ 15;…35 are given in Eq. (3.12).
We separate the complete thermal scalar potential into

confined and deconfined phases, writing

VTðvh; vsÞ ¼
�
V0ðvh; vsÞ þ V tadðvhÞ þ VGCðvsÞ þ Vmesonðvh; TÞ þ Vgaugeðvh; TÞ ðconfinedÞ;
V0ðvh; vsÞ þ Vgaugeðvh; TÞ þ V topðvh; TÞ ðdeconfinedÞ; ð3:16Þ

where the zero-temperature potential V0ðvh; vsÞ ¼ VðvhÞ þ
VðvsÞ þVðvh; vsÞ is given in Eqs. (2.2)–(2.4).

As previously observed, QCD confinement triggers EW
symmetry breaking via chiral symmetry breaking, as can be
understood from the tadpole term in the Higgs direction
inducing a Higgs VEV during confinement. Below the
confinement temperature, the Higgs potential receives

1This scaling neglects a Oð1Þ change due to the different
number of active flavors in the two cases.
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thermal corrections as explained above. In this work, we
investigate the parameter space of the ðai; biÞ coefficients
in the scalar potential for which these thermal corrections
trigger S to roll (or tunnel) into a vacuum with a small
positive, or zero, VEV at a deconfinement temperature Td.
In this vacuum, QCD is SM-like, i.e., ΛQCD ¼ ΛSM

QCD. It is
essential that this transition to SM-like QCD happens
before BBN, e.g., Td > TBBN ∼ 2 MeV. If this transition
happens below the EW scale Td ≲ 100 GeV, the Higgs
VEV transitions to its SM value vh ¼ 246 GeV at roughly
the same temperature Td. The various phases are shown
schematically in Fig. 1.
In the parameter region discussed below, the transition to

the SM-like vacuum happens above TSM ∼ ΛSM
QCD ∼ GeV,

implying that at Td, quarks and gluons deconfine (again). It
is worth noting that variations could realize scenarios
where the transition to the SM-like vacuum happens below
ΛSM
QCD but still above TBBN, in which case QCD remains

confined at all temperatures below Tc.

IV. BARYOGENESIS DURING QCD
CONFINEMENT

If QCD confines at a temperature when the Higgs VEV is
zero, i.e., quarks are massless, the phase transition is
expected to be first order [8] and proceeds through bubble
nucleation. This first-order phase transition, combined with
an axion solution to the strong CP problem, results in a
novel baryogenesis mechanism. In [6] this phase transition
was imagined to occur at T > TEW such that the Higgs
VEV is expected to be zero because of the SM thermal
corrections.
In this work, we highlight a scenario in which, although

the QCD confinement happens at Tc ≲ 100 GeV, the
Higgs VEV before confinement is zero due to the extended
scalar sector. As long as the EW symmetry is unbroken,
sphalerons are active and baryon number is efficiently
violated. This is the case outside of the bubbles of the
confined phase. Inside, the QCD confinement triggers EW

symmetry breaking and sphalerons are inoperative, thus
preserving any baryon asymmetry. The need for CP
violation can be accounted for if there is large CP violation
from the uncanceled strong phase before the axion rolls to
the minimum of its potential [4–6]. (Note that this is
essentially a spontaneous baryogenesis mechanism [9]).
Figure 3 provides a schematic description.
In this section we summarize the mechanism for the

generation of the baryon asymmetry (see Fig. 4). The axion
is driven to its minimum after confinement occurs, dynami-
cally solving the strong CP problem. However, as it rolls,
there is an uncanceled effective θ̄. This nonzero θ̄ induces a
GG̃ condensate, which couples to the baryon current via the
pseudoscalar η0 meson, whose mass scales likemη0 ∼ ΛQCD.
At energies below this mass, its residual effects are
described by the effective Lagrangian [4]

Leff ≃
10

f2πm2
η0

αs
8π

hGG̃i αw
8π

WW̃; ð4:1Þ

where W (W̃) is the SUð2ÞW (dual) field strength and

αs
8π

hGG̃i ¼ m2
aðTÞf2a sin θ̄: ð4:2Þ

B

CP

FIG. 3. Schematic description of QCD confinement, bubble nucleation and the baryon asymmetry generation. QCD confines at a
temperature Tc via a first-order phase transition, for which the Higgs VEV is zero outside the bubbles, which means baryon number
violation is efficient via EW sphalerons. If there is a QCD axion, there is also typically large CP violation due to the uncanceled θ̄ angle,
which shuts off in the confined phase.

FIG. 4. Schematic description of various quantities that are
involved in producing the baryon asymmetry. During QCD
confinement at Tc, changing axion mass generates a chemical
potential between baryons and antibaryons. Sphalerons turn off
after QCD confinement because EW symmetry is broken.
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Here maðTÞ is the temperature-dependent axion mass (we
ignore the temperature dependence of θ̄ for simplicity).
This temperature dependence has been calculated analyti-
cally [10] and by lattice studies [11] at various temperature
regimes. For our model the relevant temperature depend-
ence of the axion mass can be summarized as

m2
aðTÞf2a ≃

(
m2

πf2πm̄ T < ΛQCD;

ζm2
πf2πm̄

�
ΛQCD

T

�
n

T > ΛQCD ∼ TEWSB;

ð4:3Þ

where m2
πf2π ≃m2

π0f
2
π0ðvh=v0hÞðΛQCD=ΛSM

QCDÞ3 and m̄ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mumd

p
=ðmu þmdÞ ≃ 0.5 [see, e.g., Eqs. (18)–(23) in

[12] ]. The parameter ζ and the exponent n represent
different temperature regimes above the QCD confinement
scale and depend on the number of light flavors.
Since WW̃ is connected to the baryon current density jμB

through the anomaly equation ∂μj
μ
B ¼ ðαW=8πÞTr½WW̃],

the GG̃ condensate generates an effective chemical poten-
tial [9,13,14] for baryons given by

μ ¼ 10

f2πm2
η0
sin θ̄

d
dt

½m2
aðTÞf2a�: ð4:4Þ

Here we note that η0 acquires all of its mass from chiral
symmetry breaking and as such m2

η0f
2
π ∝ m2

η00f
2
π0 ×

ðΛQCD=ΛSM
QCDÞ4.

The change in baryon number is given by

nB ¼
Z

Tf

Ti

dt
ΓsphðTÞ

T
μ; ð4:5Þ

where Γsph ∼ 25α5wT4
sph [15,16] is the EW sphaleron rate in

thermal equilibrium.
The baryon-to-entropy ratio can be approximated as

η ¼ nB
s
≃

45 × 125

2π2g�ðTrehÞ
α5w sin θ̄

Δ½m2
aðTÞf2a�Tc

m2
η0f

2
π

�
Tsph

Treh

�
3

;

ð4:6Þ

where Treh is the reheat temperature at the end of the QCD
or EW phase transition and g� ≃ 53 counts the number of
relativistic degrees of freedom in equilibrium2 at that time.
From Eq. (4.3) the change in the axion mass over the
confinement temperature is Δ½m2

aðTÞf2a�Tc
≃m2

πf2πm̄. This
gives

η ≃ 4.4 × 10−9 sin θ̄

�
vh
v0h

��ΛSM
QCD

ΛQCD

��
Tsph

Treh

�
3

≃ 10−11 sin θ̄

�
vh

ΛQCD

��
Tsph

Treh

�
3

; ð4:7Þ

which is to be compared with the Planck measurement [17]

ηobs ¼ ð8.59� 0.11Þ × 10−11: ð4:8Þ

In the benchmark scenarios we study below, vh=ΛQCD ∼
1–4 (we discuss below why this ratio should be larger
than 1). The numerical proximity of the above estimate of
the baryon asymmetry to the observed value suggests
sin θ̄ ≃ 1 before confinement and points at a QCD confine-
ment scale below the EW scale.
Interestingly, in models of cold baryogenesis, e.g., [18],

lattice simulations show that Tsph=Treh ∼ 40 [19]. In these
models the Higgs-mass term is modified to be μ2eff ¼ μ2 −
bS2 (in our case this becomes μ2eff ¼ μ2 þ b1S − b2S2, with
a negative S VEV at high temperature). While the scalar
field S moves along its potential, the effective Higgs mass
term changes sign. When the mass term crosses zero, long-
wavelength gauge configurations are produced out of
thermal equilibrium and these source sphaleron transitions.
Another class of models that can produce a similarly larger-
than-equilibrium sphaleron rate is where the Higgs vacuum
is stuck in the metastable, zero-VEV vacuum until temper-
atures below the EW scale. The decay of the false vacuum
can be triggered by QCD confinement, as in [20], and could
generate the out-of-equilibrium sphaleron configurations,
again causing the sphaleron temperature to be larger than
the equilibrium temperature. Our model is a combination of
these two scenarios and we expect that Tsph=Treh > 1.
However, a more detailed study is needed, with lattice
input, and will be carried out in future work.
Successfully realizing this picture for baryogenesis

requires the following:
(i) The sphalerons must be active at the time of the

high-scale QCD confinement, requiring vT>Tc
h ¼ 0.

In Ref. [6], this was trivially satisfied by choosing
Tc > TEW. However, we find additional parameter
regions where Tc < TEW, but for which the extended
scalar sector delays the onset of EW symmetry
breaking until confinement at Tc.

(ii) There is the danger of washing out the generated
baryon asymmetry if the sphalerons remain suffi-
ciently active inside the bubbles of the confined
phase. Provided the Higgs VEV inside the bubbles
of the confined phase satisfies vTc

h =Tc ≳ 1, this is not
a concern.

V. BENCHMARK PARAMETER SPACE

In this section we explore benchmark regions of param-
eter space numerically. In total, there are ten parameters:

2Light degrees of freedom are 26 mesons, gluons, photon, the
singlet and leptons.
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(i) two parameters in the Higgs potential: μ and λ;
(ii) four parameters in the singlet potential VðSÞ: S0

and a2;3;4;
(iii) two scalar mixing parameters: b1 and b2;
(iv) the scale of the S interaction with gluons, M�; and
(v) Λ0, the confinement scale for vs ¼ 0.

We fix two of these parameters (μ and λ) by imposing that
the SM vacuum is realized for the SM Higgs VEV v0h ¼
246 GeV and contains a Higgs-like mass eigenstate of
mass mh ¼ 125 GeV. Reproducing the correct ΛSM

QCD ≃
400 MeV fixes a combination of S0 and Λ0. In the
following we choose Λ0 ¼ 500 MeV, which fixes S0
appropriately based on the remaining parameters.
This leaves six parameters: M�; a2, a3, and a4 character-

izing the remainder of VðSÞ; and the two Higgs-S couplings
b1 and b2. Given the large dimension of the parameter space,
it is not practical to scan over all of them, and thus we define
six benchmark scenarios for M� (ranging from M� ¼
1.5 TeV to M� ¼ 10 TeV), and the ai in Table I, and scan
over b1 and b2. Our results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, which
are based on a 25 × 25 linearly spaced parameter scan, using
a cubic regression method to smooth the contours.
In Fig. 5, we show a contour plot of the scalar potential

(in the vh − vs plane) for benchmark point 2 with

b1 ¼ 0.7 GeV and b2 ¼ 1.0 × 10−3 for three different
temperatures: T ¼ 200 GeV > Tc, T ¼ 85 GeV ¼ ΛQCD,
and T ¼ 2 MeV, illustrating the salient points leading to a
cosmological evolution which successfully realizes the
thermal history described above. At high temperatures,
finite-temperature corrections in the Higgs direction
ensure vh ¼ 0, and vs takes the (negative) value defined
by S0, eventually leading to high-scale confinement when
T ∼ ΛQCDðvsÞ. Before confinement, but after T ∼ TEW,
the SM-like point becomes the global minimum.
However, it is separated from the vh ¼ 0 vacuum by a
barrier. Typically, the large distance in field space between
the two vacua implies that tunneling is expected to be
strongly suppressed before confinement, as the Euclidean
bounce action scales as SE=T ∝ ðΔϕi=ΔVðϕiÞÞ4 ∼ 10−8

(see, e.g., [21,22]). Hence the Universe is in a metastable
state. Confinement triggers a change in the degrees of
freedom contributing to the effective potential in the Higgs
direction, as described in Sec. III B, which in turn quickly
shifts the minimum to nonzero vh due to the tadpole term
from chiral symmetry breaking. Note that this minimum
may still be a local minimum, separated from the true,
SM-like, vacuum by a potential barrier. As the temperature
drops further, the thermal corrections become less impor-
tant while the mixing terms governed by b1 and b2 take
over. Subsequently the mixing terms lift the potential and
eventually the field can roll to the SM-like vacuum, instead
of tunneling.
Figure 6 summarizes the allowed parameter space in the

b1 − b2 plane for benchmarks 1 and 2. The black dotted
lines indicate contours of the labeled values for vh at Tc,
and blue dotted lines show contours for the values of ΛQCD.
The pink-shaded region corresponds to the parameter space
in which sphalerons are not active at the time of QCD
confinement, vh ≠ 0 right before Tc, whereas the blue-
shaded region corresponds to the parameter space in which

TABLE I. Six benchmark parameter choices, described in the
text.

M� a2=GeV2 a3=GeV a4

1. 1.5 TeV 380 9.9 × 10−1 6.3 × 10−4

2. 3 TeV 108 1.5 × 10−1 5.1 × 10−5

3. 3 TeV 44.2 6.14 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−5

4. 5 TeV 38.9 3.24 × 10−2 6.6 × 10−6

5. 10 TeV 9.72 4.05 × 10−3 4.1 × 10−7

6. 10 TeV 4.92 2.27 × 10−3 2.6 × 10−7

FIG. 5. Contours of constant potential for the benchmark point 2, with b1 ¼ 0.2 GeV and b2 ¼ 1. × 10−3 at three indicated
temperatures. In each panel, the red dot marks the global minimum at that temperature, and the blue diamond a local minimum. We point
out that at T ¼ Tc the global minimum is separated from the local minimum by a barrier and tunneling is not efficient enough. At a lower
temperature Td, this barrier disappears and the system rolls to the SM-like vacuum.
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vh=Tc < 1, risking that the generated baryon asymmetry
will be washed out. Gray shading indicates points in which
transitioning to the SM-like vacuum is via suppressed
tunneling and would not occur before BBN. The white
(unshaded) region thus allows one to successfully realize
baryogenesis as described above. Also shown for reference
are contours of fixed mass of the singlet S at zero
temperature (see Sec. VI, below).
The benchmark studies reveal a few features which are

likely to be fairly generic:
(i) Larger choices of M� require larger values of vs in

the confining vacuum to obtain the same ΛQCD [see
Eq. (3.4)], which in turn corresponds to a larger
distance in singlet-field space between the vacuum
during high-scale confinement and the SM-like
vacuum. The need to transition to the SM-like
vacuum before BBN then implies smaller values
of the couplings b1 and b2, translating into smaller
singlet masses.

(ii) In order for the Higgs VEV to successfully trigger
deconfinement, it is necessary that the potential be
EW scale in the S direction, at least for a distance in
field space ΔS ∼OðM�Þ. That implies that the para-
meters ai should be inversely correlated with the
scale M�, as was engineered for the benchmark
points.

(iii) Note that all of the benchmark models have a
vacuum energy which is always subdominant to
the energy of the SM radiation bath.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
AND PROSPECTS

The signature property of the kind of modification of the
QCD coupling described here is the existence of scalar

excitations of the S field, which couple to gluons and mix
with the Higgs boson through the interactions b1 and b2. In
this section we discuss current constraints and prospects for
future searches for the viable regions of b1 and b2 corres-
ponding to the six benchmark models defined in Table I.
We denote the mass eigenstates by h and s. They are

related to the gauge basis by an orthogonal transformation:�
h

s

�
¼

�
cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

��
h̃

s̃

�
: ð6:1Þ

which is itself a consequence of the scalar potential at zero
temperature. Details are presented in the Appendix. We
order the eigenvalues such that h is the mostly SM Higgs-
like state, with a mass close to 125 GeV, and θ ≪ 1. In this
regime, the dominant contribution to the s mass is through
the mixing with the Higgs and is typically of Oð10 GeVÞ.
Experimental measurements restrict the mass of the s, the
mixing angle θ, and the scale3 M�.

A. Probing the ðS=M�ÞGG interaction

The scale of the singlet-gluon interactions M� can be
constrained at hadron colliders in a model-independent
way. Singlet production at the LHC is dominated by gluon
fusion, and its decays are also mainly back into gluons with
tree-level partial decay width:

Γðs → ggÞ ≃ m3
s

8πM2�
: ð6:2Þ

FIG. 6. Parameter space in the b1-b2 plane for benchmarks 1 (left panel) and 2 (right panel). In the blue-shaded, upper-right region,
vh < T after confinement, risking washout of the baryon asymmetry. In the pink-shaded, lower-left region, vh > T before confinement,
and the sphalerons are inactive at T ∼ ΛQCD. Gray shading marks the region in which tunneling to the SM vacuum is highly suppressed
and inaccessible before TBBN ¼ 2 MeV.

3Technically, the M� relevant for cosmology is at scales of
order ΛQCD, whereas the quantity relevant for phenomenological
probes depends on the scale of the observable in question. We
neglect this subtlety.
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Given the tiny mixing parameters in the benchmark
scenarios, this is always the dominant decay mode (though
for some parameters, decays into quarks can be compa-
rable; see Fig. 7), and thus this partial width characterizes
the s lifetime. In the benchmark models, the longest-lived
singlet has ms ∼ 5 GeV and M� ¼ 10 TeV, which results
in a prompt decay length of cτ ∼ 10−7 cm.
The dijet resonance search by ATLAS [23] constrains

M� ≳ 4–15 TeV for singlet masses 2–4 TeV [24].
However, the singlet masses of prime interest are
Oð10 GeVÞ, and in this regime nonresonant searches are
more useful. In [25] such searches were reinterpreted for
axionlike particles (ALPs). In contrast to a generic ALP, the
singlet here dominantly couples to the gluons rather than to
weak or hypercharged bosons. Hence, most of the con-
straints, e.g., from decays to photons, are not applicable.
However, the CMS dijet angular distribution [26] requires
M� ≳ 3 TeV, independent of the ALP mass provided it is
≲100 GeV. The scalar s has a different structure than the
pseudoscalar ALP in its coupling to gauge boson polar-
izations, and so this limit is likely to be modified at Oð1Þ.
Though model dependent, there may be additional

searches for SUð3Þ-charged particles responsible for gen-
erating the S coupling to gluons. One possibility is through
a loop of heavy vectorlike quarks, in which case
M� ∼MVLQ. There are various model-dependent LHC
searches for vectorlike quarks, with particular emphasis
on searches for top partners. Searches for pair-produced
vectorlike quarks mixing with the SM top quark exclude
their masses below ∼1 TeV [27,28] whereas single pro-
duction constraints go up to 1.4 TeV [29], depending on the
mixing angle. Bounds are typically somewhat weaker for
vectorlike quarks mixing with lighter SM quarks.

B. Scalar mixing

The requirement that the transition to the SM happen
before BBN points to the mixing parameters b1≲ a few
GeV and b2 ∼Oð10−5 − 10−3Þ. In the benchmark

scenarios, the scalar mass isOð1–10 GeVÞ. Together, these
parameters allow a small mixing between the singlet and
the Higgs, sin θ ∼ 10−4 − 10−2. This is below the current
sensitivity of the LHC to the properties of the Higgs
boson [30].
The singlet decays into SM fermions f via its mixing

with the Higgs boson. The partial decay width into ff̄ is
given at tree level by

Γðs → ff̄Þ ≃ Ncy2fsin
2θmS

8π

�
1 −

4m2
f

m2
S

�3=2

; ð6:3Þ

where Nc ¼ 3 for quarks and 1 for leptons. In Fig. 7 we
show the partial decay widths into gluon and fermion final
states and the branching ratios as a function of mS for
representative values of sin θ and M� from the benchmark
models.
The dominant gluonic decay mode is an important dif-

ference between the singlet discussed here and typical
singlet scalar extensions of the Standard Model. Never-
theless, although subdominant, the bb̄ final state provides a
useful search mechanism at particle colliders. The best
limits for ms ≃ 10–100 GeV are from Higgs searches at
LEP [31], which probe sin2 θ ≳ 0.01. If the singlet is lighter
than the bb̄ threshold, the best constraint is from OPAL,
which requires sin2 θ ≲ 0.1 independently of its decay
mode [32]. Smaller mixing angles, including the region
of interest studied here for a light scalar, can be probed in
the future at Higgs and/or Z factories [33]. We show several
current constraints and future searches in the plane of ms

and the quantity sin2 θ × BRðs → bb̄Þ in Fig. 8, together
with the points from our benchmark scans.
It is worth pointing out that the larger coupling to

gluons may present interesting opportunities to search
for low-mass scalar particles which are produced at high
transverse momentum via the strong force but decay
through mixing with the Higgs into clean final states such
as into muons.

FIG. 7. (Left) Partial decay width of s into gluons, bb̄, cc̄ and τþτ− final states. For reference we show two mixing angles:
sin2 θ ¼ 10−2 (dashed line) and 104 (dotted line). We set the scale of the scalar-gluon interaction at M� ¼ 5 TeV. (Right) Branching
fractions into final states of gluons, bb̄, cc̄ and τþτ− for M� ¼ 5 (solid line) and 10 TeV (dotted line) for sin2 θ ¼ 10−2.
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C. Gravitational waves

At the time of first confinement, ΛQCD ∼Oð100 GeVÞ,
the EW symmetry is unbroken. Thus, all of the SM quarks
are light (Nf ¼ 6), and the resulting phase transition is
expected to be first order. At the time of deconfinement,
which happens shortly after confinement as the scalar fields
roll to the SM-like vacuum, the top quark may have a mass
comparable to the temperature, but for most relevant
regions of parameter space all of the other quarks are
light. Then, the first-order confinement phase transition is
followed by a subsequent deconfining first-order phase
transition, both occurring through bubble nucleation.
As is well known, first-order phase transitions in the

early Universe produce a stochastic background spectrum
of gravitational waves (GWs), of a characteristic power-law
form [34,35]. Contributions to this spectrum come from
the collisions of the bubble walls themselves and from the
linear (acoustic) and nonlinear (turbulent) dynamics in the
plasma coupling to the bubble wall. Which contribution
dominates is an open question for phase transitions in
which no gauge bosons partake and depends on the
effective friction on the bubble wall by the plasma.
In the absence of a reliable effective field theory

description of chiral symmetry breaking at the scales of
interest, the gravitational wave spectra can be studied using
the linear-sigma model as a low-energy effective theory,
with finite-temperature corrections from meson loops
[36–38] or using interpolating models such as the Nambu-
Jona-Lasinio model [38]. However, such models are known
to fall short for the case of QCD, and the resulting GW
spectrum is subject to very large uncertainties. In the
present work we will therefore limit ourselves to some

qualitative observations about the expected GW spectra,
leaving a more detailed study of the GW phenomenology to
future studies.
Sequential first-order phase transitions and the resulting

GW spectra are a fascinating possibility which has not been
explored in much detail. Such phenomenology has been
suggested in the context of multistep perturbative phase
transitions [39], for example, in an enhanced flavor sector
[40]. In the case studied in this paper, the scales of both
phase transitions imply nucleation temperatures in the
range TN ¼ Oð10–100 GeVÞ. This implies that the result-
ing peak GW frequencies fall within the observational
windows of space-based interferometer experiments such
as LISA [41]. However, as both phase transitions occur in
the same sector, the plasma dynamics generated by the first
phase transition is disrupted by the occurrence of the
second transition, and one would typically expect a GW
signal with a double peak, where the high-frequency peak
is lower in amplitude.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We propose a simple model in which the SM is aided by
an axion and a singlet scalar, which leads to a rich
phenomenology based on a novel cosmological history,
realizing the observed baryon asymmetry by means of
high-temperature QCD confinement and simultaneous
electroweak symmetry breaking. We study the scalar
potential in the confined phase, including mesonic (ther-
mal) corrections to the Higgs potential. These corrections,
along with couplings between the singlet and the SM
Higgs, conspire to relax the model into a SM-like vacuum
state before the onset of BBN. It exemplifies how simple
dynamics could result in radical changes to cosmology at
high temperatures and how such modifications may shed
light on the mysteries of particle physics such as the baryon
asymmetry of the Universe.
The hallmark of the dynamics is a light scalar particle

whose mass is of order 10 GeV, with large coupling to
gluons and relatively small mixing with the SM Higgs
boson. While not significantly constrained by current
observations, future Higgs or Z factories can probe some
of the relevant parameter space which realizes the baryon
asymmetry, and optimized LHC searches for low-mass
particles, produced through strong interactions but
decaying through Higgs mixing, could offer additional
opportunities.
Moreover, the sequential phase transitions of QCD

confinement and deconfinement potentially both occur
through bubble nucleation and, therefore, may give rise
to a characteristic doubly peaked gravitational wave spec-
trum. As these transitions take place at temperatures
TN ∼Oð10–100 GeVÞ, the resulting stochastic back-
ground would be strongest in the frequency bands of
space-based interferometers. A simplified version of this
model could in principle be studied in finite-temperature

FIG. 8. Benchmark points (blue dots) and various experimental
constraints (lines with shading) and prospects for future experi-
ments (lines without shading) are shown in the plane of
ms − sin2 θ × BRðs → bb̄Þ. LEP bounds are at the 95% C.L.
and Higgs and Z prospects correspond to 3σ evidence curves
[33]. Note that the benchmark points at mS ≲ 10 GeV are not
multiplied with the bb̄ branching fraction.
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lattice gauge theory. Such a study could determine the order
of the confining phase transition and be used to estimate the
resulting gravitational wave spectrum.
This paper leaves several interesting questions for future

research. For example, the axion relic abundance may be
affected by the evolution of the confinement scales.Onemay
also be interested in UV completions of the current model.
The analysis in this paper applies to an effective theory at low
energies, which may be generated in by fluctuations of a
radion or dilaton field in an extra-dimensional model or
through vectorlike quarks at ∼TeV scales.
A mechanism in which confinement triggers subsequent

dynamics, such as studied in this paper, could also be
employed in other contexts. For example, confinement may
occur at lower temperatures, such that a period of super-
cooling ensues while the scalar field is stuck in the confining
vacuum. Then, for VðvsÞ > ρradðΛQCDÞ this vacuum will
start to inflate until the confinement scale is reached. Hence,
the succession of steps that confinement sets in motion
implies a graceful exit to a brief period of late inflation.
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APPENDIX: SCALAR MIXING

The mass eigenstates and mixing angles are obtained by
diagonalizing the mass-squared matrix at zero temperature:

M2 ¼
�m2

h;h m2
h;s

m2
h;s m2

s;s

�
¼

� ∂2V=∂v2h ∂2V=∂vs∂vh
∂2V=∂vs∂vh ∂2V=∂v2s

�

ðA1Þ

¼

0
B@ 2λhv2h − b1ffiffi

2
p vhþb2vsvh

− b1ffiffi
2

p vhþb2vsvh − a1ffiffi
2

p
vs
þ 3a3

2
ffiffi
2

p vsþ 2a4v2s þ b1
2
ffiffi
2

p v2h
vs

1
CA;

ðA2Þ

where vs and vh should be understood to be their zero-
temperature values, which are assumed to be nonzero. We

have also invoked the conditions obtained by minimizing V
to obtain the nice form of (A2).
Determining the mass eigenstates is accomplished

by finding the orthogonal matrix O, such that M2 ¼
OTM2

diagO. Without loss of generality we choose

O ¼
�
cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

�
; ðA3Þ

where θ is the mixing angle between the new scalar and the
SM Higgs. Therefore,

M2 ¼
�

cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

��
M2

h 0

0 M2
S

��
cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

�

¼ OTM2
diagO; ðA4Þ

where M2
h and M2

S are the eigenvalues of M2:

M2
h ¼

ðm2
h;h þm2

s;sÞ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðm2

h;h −m2
s;sÞ2 þ 4ðm2

h;sÞ2
q

2
;

ðA5Þ

M2
s ¼

ðm2
h;h þm2

s;sÞ −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðm2

h;h −m2
s;sÞ2 þ 4ðm2

h;sÞ2
q

2
:

ðA6Þ

M2
h is chosen to be the SM Higgs’ mass, which means that

we have implicitly assumed thatMS < Mh by choosingM2
h

to be the larger eigenvalue. This equation then implies that
θ must satisfy

m2
h;h ¼ M2

h cos
2 θ þM2

s sin2 θ; ðA7Þ

m2
s;s ¼ M2

h sin
2 θ þM2

s cos2 θ; ðA8Þ

m2
h;s ¼ ð−M2

h þM2
sÞ sin θ cos θ: ðA9Þ

We subtract the first from the second of these equations and
use a trigonometric identity to obtain an expression for
cos 2θ. Similarly, we use the third equation and a trigono-
metric identity to find sin 2θ:

cos 2θ ¼ m2
h;h −m2

s;s

ðM2
h −M2

sÞ
; ðA10Þ

sin 2θ ¼ −2m2
h;s

ðM2
h −M2

sÞ
: ðA11Þ

The code which calculates the mixing angle as a function of
MS for the benchmarks discussed in this paper can be found
in Ref. [42].
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